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Abstract—Functional recovery is typically poor after facial nerve transection and surgical repair. In rats, whisking amplitude remains greatly diminished after facial nerve regeneration, but can recover more completely if the whiskers are periodically mechanically stimulated during recovery. Here we present a robotic “whisk assist” system for mechanically driving whisker movement after facial nerve injury. Movement patterns were either preprogrammed to reflect natural amplitudes and frequencies, or movements of the contralateral (healthy) side of the face were detected and used to control real-time mirror-like motion on the denervated side. In a pilot study, 20 rats were divided into nine groups and administered one of eight different whisk assist driving patterns (or control) for 5–20 minutes, five days per week, across eight weeks of recovery after unilateral facial nerve cut and suture repair. All rats tolerated the mechanical stimulation well. Seven of the eight treatment groups recovered average whisking amplitudes and frequencies that exceeded controls, although small group sizes precluded statistical confirmation of group differences. The potential to substantially improve facial nerve recovery through mechanical stimulation has important clinical implications, and we have developed a system to control the pattern and dose of stimulation in the rat facial nerve model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LOSS of facial nerve function arises from a wide range of clinical entities including developmental abnormalities, trauma, surgery, or infection. Despite advances in facial nerve surgical grafting and repair techniques over the past 60 years, functional outcomes are often disappointing [1], leaving patients with substantial impairment in facial muscle control. Facial paralysis can be functionally and emotionally devastating, leading to both depression and social isolation. In addition to considerable esthetic issues relating to asymmetry in static facial posture (Fig. 1), facial nerve paralysis may also impair or eliminate dynamic facial expression, eye closure (causing corneal ulceration/discomfort), oral competence, nasal valve patency, and speech articulation [2].

Several animal models have been used to test techniques for improving the speed and accuracy of facial nerve regeneration. Whisker motion in the rat (vibrissal whisking) is dynamic, readily quantified, and can be elicited when not produced spontaneously [3]–[7]. Modest improvements in whisking recovery after facial nerve injury have been observed in response to pharmacologic [8]–[10], electrical stimulation [11], [12], and surgical interventions [4], [13]; however, simple mechanical stimulation of the whisker pad during the recovery period seems to provide the greatest benefit [14]–[17]. Angelov and colleagues have shown that repetitive protraction of the whiskers (by finger tip) for as little as 5 min a day during recovery can restore normal, symmetrical whisking after unilateral facial nerve cut and suture repair [14]–[17]. If stimulation is not given during daily handling, or if it is administered only to the contralateral (healthy) side of the face, then little whisking ability is regained even after months of recovery. Enhancement in functional outcome was associated with a reduction in polyinnervation (which typically occurs with facial nerve regeneration) [14], [16], [18], required intact sensory innervation of the whisker pad [19], and depended on insulin-like growth factor 1 [15], brain-derived neurotrophic factor, and its receptor tyrosine kinase B [17].

Our research group attempted to replicate the reported enhancement of facial nerve regeneration through mechanical stimulation of the paralyzed whiskers during recovery after transection and suture repair [12], [20], but has had limited success compared to previous studies [14]–[17]. Inconsistencies in manually applied stimulation rates, pressures, and ranges of motion may contribute to variability in outcome and discrepancies among research groups. To improve control over mechanical stimulation, we developed a system for driving horizontal whisker movements in preprogrammed patterns capable of recreating a majority of the largest and fastest whisks that rats can produce. Moreover, the system can track the healthy side using a laser micrometer and drive the recovering side to mirror its movements, effectively generating symmetrical (yoked) whisker movement despite unilateral denervation. Given that healthy whisking patterns are typically symmetrical [7], [21], the assisted whisking on the recovering side should approximate the animal’s intended movement, thereby delivering intention-driven movement akin to what several robot-assisted therapy devices provide [22]–[24]. This new methodology...
enables a comparison of passive (preprogrammed) movement versus robot-assisted movement on facial nerve recovery.

II. ROBOTIC WHISK ASSIST SYSTEM

A. System Overview

An initial description of the whisk assist (WA) system has previously appeared as a conference report [25], and additional apparatus description and pilot testing of WA treatment effects on facial nerve regeneration is provided in the present manuscript. The robotic WA system can be used in conjunction with our previously published system for measuring whisking function in restrained rats [5]. Rats are restrained using a cloth bag covering the body, a PVC half-pipe that holds the body with Velcro straps across the back, and attachment of an implanted head restraint [26] to a set of four rigid posts to immobilize the head (see Fig. 2). Rats receive extensive conditioning prior to undergoing such restraint (see the following), and are able to maintain normal respiration while restrained.

Rats are placed in the WA apparatus and aligned using a modified microscope stage for x-y-z axis, roll, and rotation adjustments. Two anatomical reference points on the rat head are used for alignment with the apparatus, including the mid-sagittal plane and the origin of the first whisker of row C on the right whisker pad (right C1 origin). Alignment is achieved by adjusting the position of each animal until the anatomical reference points are illuminated by lasers beams (Strait-Line Laser Level 30) that are mounted on the WA framework. This ensures consistent head alignment among rats despite slight variations in head implant position.

Protration–retraction along a horizontal (anterior–posterior) plane is the dominant type of vibrissal motion in rats [7]. Moreover, horizontal movement of the C1 whisker has been shown to be a good indicator of overall whisking function [21] (even though some independent movement of whiskers is possible across different rows [27]). The WA system was thus designed to drive horizontal motion of all prominent whiskers on one side of the face while tracking horizontal C1 movement on the contralateral side (see Fig. 2[B]). The WA system presented in this report is configured to drive the left whiskers and measure the right C1 position, but WA systems can be constructed to mechanically drive either the right or left whisker pad.

C1 whisker movement is tracked using noncontact laser micrometers (Keyence model IG-028 or MetraLight RX Series). Each micrometer pair has an emitter unit positioned above the whisker pad that emits an infrared laser light curtain onto the 28 mm scan line of a detector unit positioned below the whisker pad (see Figs. 2 and 3). During testing, the C1 whisker is fitted with a polyimide tube (15 mm long, 1.15 mm diameter, 3–4 mg) so that it casts a prominent shadow onto the detector while the other whiskers remain invisible to the detector. The detector scan line is positioned 1 cm from the lateral surface of the face (defined
as $17^\circ$ from the head midline [7]) and centered on the C1 origin such that it can detect $108.8^\circ$ of whisking range (see Fig. 3). This captures nearly all whisking motion (the maximum observed range is approximately $108^\circ$ in restrained animals [28]).

The WA system software, running on a microcontroller, allows the operator to define whisking frequency, amplitude, and session duration as either constant or randomly fluctuating variables. When operated in the yoked mode, motion is driven proportional to the contralateral side, and the software allows for adjustment in gain and baseline whisker position (Fig. 4).

Laser micrometer outputs are digitized and conditioned using a Board of Education (BOE) with a BS2px processor (Parallax Inc.) and 12-bit A/D sampling at 11.1 kHz (Linear Technology, LTC1298). The processor controls a high-speed servo (Hitec HS-7940TH) attached to the whisker comb through a multi-jointed linkage and linear motion guide (THK RSR72M-130-1). The guide’s carriage holds a 14 cm long stainless steel tube (5 mm diameter) that ends with a segment of stainless steel pet comb (Four Paws, Model 11170) (Fig. 2(B)). The comb consists of eight tines, each 23 mm long, 1 mm in diameter, and centered 2 mm apart. All of the prominent whiskers are moved by motion of the comb. The servo motor, linear track, and tube with comb are mounted on a micro manipulator (World Precision Instrument model M3301L) that enables x-y-z positioning and rotation for placing the comb parallel to the whisker pad (guided by a printed template; see Fig. 2(B)). A video camera (Logitech C905), mounted above the animal’s head, captures whisker movements and apparatus position to a notebook computer.

### B. System Calibration and Testing

The positioning of the mechanically driven whiskers in the yoked mode is adjusted to mirror the contralateral whiskers by moving a mock whisker originating from the C1 origin and observing the resulting robotic whisker positioning. The servo controller’s software (Fig. 4) has an input variable for determining the range of comb movement in relation to detected C1 position, and this variable can be adjusted until the detected and driven whisker positions match reasonably well across the $108.8^\circ$ detection range. After this calibration step the correlation between measured (right) and positioned (left) whisker location was typically $R^2 > .98$ (see Fig. 5). The dynamic response of the mechanically driven whiskers was tested using a function generator (Leader LFG-1300S) to deliver sine waves of 1–20 Hz in 1 Hz steps to the servo controller input, which would normally receive the laser micrometer signal tracking the C1 position on the healthy side. This enabled testing of the frequency, amplitude, and phase of WA-driven whisker movement in relation to a controlled driving signal spanning the range of potential whisking frequencies and amplitudes. Movement of the WA-driven whiskers was measured by tracking C1 movement with an additional laser micrometer emitter/detector pair temporarily positioned in the system for this test (i.e., not present in the system photographs). The WA-driven C1 whisker closely matched the input frequency across the tested range, but with a lag of approximately 60–70 ms that did not vary substantially with driving frequency. Motion amplitude was full range ($108.8^\circ$) at low frequencies (<3 Hz) and became progressively attenuated at higher frequencies. The unit achieved 65% of motion at 8 Hz, which matches most vigorous whisking behavior [7], [21]. Driven whisking amplitude was < 20° for inputs above 14 Hz; however, whisking at such high frequencies is not high in amplitude and constitutes only a small fraction of the rat whisking repertoire [7], [21], [28], [29].

## III. Pilot Study—WA Treatment During Facial Nerve Regeneration

### A. Animals and Procedures

Twenty adult female Wistar rats weighing 250–300 grams were used in a pilot study of facial nerve regeneration. Each animal received one of eight different preprogrammed or yoked WA treatment patterns or was placed under restraint with no whisker stimulation as a control condition ($n = 2–3$ per group;
See Table I. Experimental procedures are described in the following sections and include: 1) head fixation implant surgery; 2) conditioning to the restraint apparatus; 3) facial nerve transection/repair surgery; 4) whisking assessment; and 5) daily WA treatment. At the conclusion of the study, animals were euthanized according to NIH guidelines, and all procedures were described in protocols approved by the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary institutional animal care committee.

B. Head Restraint Device Implantation and Restraint Conditioning

Rats received surgical implantation of a titanium head fixation device 5–6 weeks before testing in order to provide attachment points for head immobilization during WA treatment and whisking measurement. Details of the implant design and implantation surgical procedure are available in Hadlock et al. [26].

| TABLE I |
| PILOT WHISK ASSIST DAILY TREATMENT PATTERNS |
| GROUP | DAILY TREATMENT |
| 1 | Control group - placed in restraint 5 min (N=2) |
| 2 | 4 Hz at 60-70 degrees for 5 minutes (N=2) |
| 3 | 8 Hz at 60-70 degrees for 5 seconds, twice per minute, for 5 minutes (N=2) |
| 4 | Same as group 3, repeated 4 times per day (N=2) |
| 5 | 8 Hz at 60-70 degrees for 5 minutes (N=2) |
| 6 | Same as group 5, repeated 4 times per day (N=2) |
| 7 | 8 Hz at 60-70 degrees for 20 minutes (N=2) |
| 8 | 2-8 Hz at 60-70 degrees, frequency randomly changing every 2 seconds, for 20 minutes (N=3) |
| 9 | Whisking yoked to match contralateral (healthy) side for 20 minutes (N=3) |

Rats were conditioned to the testing apparatus according to previously described methods [5], [30]. Briefly, rats were handled daily for 2–3 days prior to the head restraint device implantation and not handled for 2 weeks after implantation surgery (to allow incision healing). Restraint conditioning then continued for 2 weeks prior to the initiation of WA treatment. Handling began with 5-min daily sessions, progressing to 10 min per day. Once accustomed to being securely held for 10 min, rats were “sack trained” by being placed each day into a fitted cloth sack that restricted limb movement (see [5] for complete description). Head restraint conditioning involved placing rats in the head/body restraint apparatus for progressively longer periods, beginning for 30 s, and progressing to 20 min across a 5–7 day period. Bilateral whisking function was then tested for baseline performance [5] before undergoing the nerve transection and repair surgery.

C. Facial Nerve Transection and Repair Surgery

All rats underwent left facial nerve transection and repair surgery using procedures described previously [4]. Briefly, the facial nerve main trunk was exposed through an incision near the stylomastoid foramen after removal of the ipsilateral parotid gland. The main trunk was then cut transversely with microsurgical scissors under stereoscopic magnification (Leica Wild M65m, Wetzlar, Germany) and repaired with two or three 10-0 nylon epineural sutures. The incision was then closed in a single layer. Rats recovered for one week before post-surgical bilateral whisking function was assessed, and WA treatment (or daily restraint for control rats) began on post-surgical day 8.

D. Whisking Assessment and WA Treatment

Twenty rats were divided into nine groups of 2–3 rats per group as described in Table I. Whisking assessment was conducted weekly for each rat starting the week before nerve transection and repair surgery, and continued 1 week after surgery for 8 weeks. WA treatments were administered each weekday starting 8 days after facial nerve surgery and continued throughout 8 weeks of recovery. Weekly whisking assessment was performed using methods and custom apparatus previously described in detail [5]. Spontaneous whisking was recorded bilaterally for each rat under head and body restraint for 5 min per session (see apparatus description above). During each recording session, two 10-s flows of air scented with peanut
butter or dilute isopropyl alcohol were directed towards the snout at random time intervals to elicit vigorous whisking.

WA treatments or control restraint were administered once (groups 1–3, 5, 7–9) or four times (groups 4, 6) per weekday across weeks 2–8 of recovery after facial nerve cut/repair surgery. Individual WA treatments lasted 5 min (groups 2–6) or 20 min (7–9). WA treatments involved preprogrammed whisking patterns with fixed frequency (groups 2–7) or variable frequency which changed randomly in a range between 2–8 Hz every 2 s. All preprogrammed whisking patterns drove whiskers 60–70° per whisk. In the yoked treatment group, whiskers on the recovering side were moved in concert with detected whisker movement on the healthy side. The total driven distance was recorded for each 20-min yoked treatment session.

IV. RESULTS

Rats did not show signs of heightened stress (e.g., vocalizing, struggling, etc.) during the whisk assist (WA) treatment aside from occasional teeth chattering. This was true even for the fastest WA rate (8 Hz; groups 3–7) and longest testing period (20 min; groups 7–9). Not only did the rats appear to tolerate the WA-treatment well, they were also observed to “copy” the preprogrammed WA pattern delivered to the left (paretic) side of the face with their healthy contralateral whiskers (Fig. 6).

Three rats received daily yoked treatment (group 9 in Table I). All three rats whisked without conspicuous pauses throughout the WA treatment sessions, with an average whisking distance of 4970 degrees/min across the 8 weeks of recovery. This shows that WA treatment did not inhibit whisking behavior. As a point of comparison, their average whisking distances were 5830 degrees/min during the weekly whisking assessment recording sessions, where head constraint was similar, but WA treatment was not delivered and whisk-eliciting scented air flows were used (see Methods in Section III-D). An example of whisking during WA treatment is provided in Fig. 7. Spectral analysis of healthy versus driven whisking from this example showed strong similarities in whisking amplitude across the frequency range representing a majority of rat whisking (i.e., >8 Hz; see Fig. 8). Yoked motion was delayed by approximately 60–70 ms. This delay caused a frequency-dependent phase difference between the tracked volitional movement and WA-driven movement which was approximately 160° out of phase for tracked whisks at the dominant frequency of 7 Hz.

Average amplitudes of the largest three whisks per 5-min recording session were tracked across the recovery period from the initiation of recovered whisker movement (week 3) to the termination of the study (week 8) and were used to compute average percent recovery values for each group (Fig. 9). WA-treated groups recovered greater whisking amplitude compared to controls, but without an obvious pattern of recovery relating to WA treatment parameters (e.g., treatment times per day, WA frequency, continuous versus intermittent movement, etc.). No group recovered more than 41% of healthy whisking amplitude. The small group sizes precluded meaningful statistical comparisons among treatment conditions. Nevertheless, it was apparent that none of the WA treatments restored normal, symmetrical whisking as has been previously reported for hand-delivered mechanical stimulation [14]–[17].

V. DISCUSSION

The human facial nerve provides motor supply to muscles responsible for facial expression, eyelid closure, nasal valve patency, and configuration of the lips. In rats, an important additional facial nerve motor function is innervation of vibrissal muscles. Whisker movements are highly quantifiable and provide an objective means of tracking facial nerve function.
Rats “whisk” the approximately 25 whiskers embedded in each whisker pad through contraction of intrinsic and extrinsic pad musculature [28] innervated by the zygomatic, buccal and marginal mandibular branches of the facial nerve [31], [32]. Whisker follicles receive dense trigeminal sensory innervation, enabling rats to scan their immediate environment through tactile sensation and obtain precise information about the location and surface characteristics of objects that they touch while whisking [33], [34]. Exploratory movements of the rat whisker array are predominantly in the anterior–posterior plane [7], with frequencies typically ranging 4–12 Hz (for review see [28]), and average about 7–9 Hz for freely exploring rats [35]–[37], or slightly slower (5–7 Hz) for head-fixed, constrained rats [28], [29]. Whisking amplitudes in the anterior–posterior plane typically range 10–100° (~ 35° of retraction to ~ 65° of protraction [28], [29]), with average whisking excursion being approximately 30–50° [5], [21], [38]. Individual vibrissae can move independently from one another [27], but they usually move in concert within a whisker pad and show a high degree of synchrony for paired whiskers across the two sides of the face [29].

In both rats and humans, functional recovery of facial motor control is generally poor if the facial nerve is injured beyond compression or crush, particularly if the nerve continuity has been disrupted. In humans, the face is rendered flaccid at rest and lacks dynamic expression if axons fail to reach denervated muscles after neurotmesis, or is often hypertonic and synkinetic when reinnervation does occur [39], presumably due to supernumerary axonal sprouting and misrouting [40]. In rats, if the facial nerve is transected and immediately repaired on one side of the face, then some whisking function begins to return by approximately 3 weeks on the affected side. Thereafter, only approximately 25% of whisking amplitude recovers compared to the largest contralateral whisks across the subsequent 2–4 months [10], [12], [16], [20], [30], [38].

Poor functional outcome after facial nerve regeneration can stem from a combination of potential factors, including: 1) muscle flaccidity and atrophy if axons fail to reinnervate the affected facial muscles; 2) hyper-reinnervation and hypertonicity if too many regenerating axonal branches reach the affected muscles and/or sprout within the target muscle; 3) alteration of motor neuron drive associated with retraction of synaptic inputs; and 4) poor execution of intended movement if axons misroute during regeneration and reach one or more inappropriate muscle targets (e.g., if axons formerly controlling the lips reinnervate the eyelids and vice versa). All of these potential factors have been studied in the rat whisker pad model. For example, if the facial nerve main trunk is transected and not repaired, then ipsilateral facial function is lost and the facial muscles demonstrate substantial atrophy within 4 months [41]. If the cut ends of a transected facial nerve are successfully coapted, then sprouts from the cut proximal axons traverse the
lesion site and send supernumerary axons to the facial muscles [16], [42]. Retrograde tracing of these regenerated neurons reveals a substantial loss of the normal myotopic organization of the facial motor nuclei after main trunk transection and repair [16], [43], indicating profound misrouting of axons en route to the whisker pad and creating the potential for synkinesis movement [30]. Moreover, regenerated axons polynnervate whisker pad muscle fibers; many neuromuscular junctions receive input from multiple axon terminal branches instead of the typical single input [18], [44]. Therefore, even when the facial nerve successfully reinnervates the whisker pad in time to prevent appreciable muscle atrophy, both polyinnervation and profound misrouting may still prevent the return of normal whisking.

A wide range of interventions have been investigated in an attempt to improve whisking function after unilateral facial nerve transection and repair in rats. These have included surgical techniques and grafting strategies [4], [13], electrical stimulation of the nerve [12], [16] or whisker pad [45], systemic or local application of drugs [8]–[10], [46], and treatment of the nerve repair site with olfactory mucosa [38], stem cells [47], extracellular matrix proteins [48], or antibodies against neurotrophic factors [44], [49]. Although some of these interventions have hastened initial recovery of function [10], [12], [20], reduced aberrant axonal sprouting [49], and substantially increased the precision with which axons reach their targets [44], they have often surprisingly not lead to improved function (whisking).

The most successful manipulations to date have been those which prompt rats to make greater use of the paralyzed whisker pad and/or provided external stimulation to the whisker pad during the recovery period, akin to human forced-use and physical therapies, respectfully. For example, sightless rats (which rely heavily on vibrissal tactile information), or rats with trimmed or deafferented contralateral whisker pads (which rely more on the recovering pad to explore), recover substantially better whisking than controls [18], [43], [50]. Moreover, mechanical stimulation applied to the whisker pad for brief daily periods during the initial weeks of recovery have been reported by some groups to bring about full recovery of whisking function [14]–[17], provided that sensation of the recovering pad remains intact [19]. These forms of self-stimulation and external stimulation do not prevent axonal misrouting or reduce supernumerary axons within the regenerating distal nerve [16] but have been shown to decrease the occurrence of polynnervation of whisker pad muscle fibers [14], [16], [18]. Similar repetitive stroking of the submental region (under the chin) during hypoglossal nerve regeneration has likewise been reported to enhance recovery and reduce tongue polynnervation [51], [52], suggesting a similar mechanism of action for physical therapy in these adjacent cranial motor systems. In both cases, mechanical stimulation has been delivered by repetitively stroking the denervated region with the investigator’s fingertip. Although apparently effective, this delivery method presents several potential disadvantages and sources of experimental variation, including animal response to particular individuals holding the rats during the whisker-pad massage therapy, variation in stroking pressure and rate within and across administrators, limitations regarding the speed and duration for which fingertip stimulation can be delivered, and the inability to deliver random stimulation patterns or patterns which match intended (i.e., contralateral healthy) movements.

We developed the WA system to explore what aspects of whisker pad mechanical stimulation have the greatest impact on functional recovery, so that we may better understand the underlying mechanisms and ultimately apply that knowledge to improve human facial nerve regeneration. This system reduces potential sources of variation by delivering computer-controlled, consistent, and quantifiable doses of mechanical stimulation. Many studies have shown enhanced functional recovery of peripheral nerve lesions through the use of either passive or active exercise (for review see [53]). However, the effects of exercise on nerve regeneration are not always positive and depend on multiple factors including the type and intensity of exercise, how often and for how long is delivered, the typical activity patterns of the affected motor system, and even the gender of the exercise recipient (for review see [54]). Some observations may help explain beneficial effects of exercise at a neuronal level, including the proliferation of Schwann cells in the regenerating nerve [55], increase in the growth rate of axons [56], improved precision in axon regrowth to functionally appropriate muscle groups [57], maintenance of muscle fiber end-plate structure [58], modulation of central and peripheral neurotrophic factors [59]–[61], and the reduction or reversal of synaptic stripping that typically occurs for motoneurons after nerve lesion [62], [63].

Animal studies have begun to relate the type, intensity and timing of exercise/physical therapy to nerve regeneration outcome. Functional recovery can be hindered by overexertion or overstimulation [64]–[67], highlighting the importance of determining the most effective and efficient therapy parameters for enhancing regeneration. For example, mechanical stroking treatment of the whisker pad for 5 min/day is just as effective for rat facial nerve regeneration as stimulation for 10 min/day, but daily treatments lasting only 1 or 2 min do not enhance whisking outcome [14]. Similarly in mice, high-intensity treadmill training for two, 2-min sessions is just as effective in enhancing mouse sciatic nerve regeneration as 60 min of low-intensity training, yet a single 2-min session each day is not effective [56]. Thus, it is important to test the effects of different stimulation characteristics on nerve regeneration, because effective therapy regimens are not necessarily predictable and relatively short treatment durations are often as effective as longer, potentially stressful or damaging durations.

Although mechanical stimulation of the whisker pad has been reported to restore normal, symmetrical whisking function within two months [14]–[17], none of the eight daily WA treatment patterns in the present study restored symmetrical whisking (N = 18) across their two months of recovery despite receiving of a wide range of WA treatment frequencies and treatment durations. This difference in outcome compared to the findings of others might stem from differences in whisking assessment techniques, with our group using laser micrometer detection of the largest whisk in head-fixed rats versus the other groups using video-based detection of the largest whisks in unrestrained rats [14]–[17]. Head-restrained rats are known to produce larger whisks, on average, than when unrestrained
[29], but probably not to the degree that would explain the discrepancy in functional recovery after WA treatment versus hand-delivered whisker pad stroking. Mechanical stimulation of the whiskers threaded through a comb oscillating adjacent to the pad may not produce as much pad tissue massage as repetitive finger stroking of the pad itself. Additional whisker/pad interface attachments could be developed to test this factor.

It was hypothesized that the intention-driven (yoked) WA treatment condition would prove particularly effective in enhancing whisking recovery because of the natural/physiologic whisking patterns being delivered, and the advantages demonstrated in human neural recovery by the use of intention-driven movement via robot-assisted therapy devices [22]–[24] when compared to passive movement of affected limbs. However, the intention-driven treatment group did not recover conspicuously better than the other WA treatment conditions. One initial concern was that the yoked treatment animals would not volitionally whisk enough to provide an effective WA treatment dose. Rats whisked an average of 83°/s during the 20-min yoked treatments. This amount of self-delivered stimulation resembled the whisker movement rate delivered by hand-stroking the whisker pad in prior reports [12], [14]–[17], yet lasted four times longer (20 versus 5 min) each treatment day than what has been shown to completely restore whisking function [14]–[17]. Therefore, understimulation in this group was likely not the cause of incomplete functional recovery. It is possible that the phase difference between the healthy whisker movements and contralateral WA-driven movements negatively affected the relationship between whisking motor drive and sensory feedback from the recovering whisker pad. Moreover, the completely assisted movement delivered by the WA system may be less effective than the assist-as-needed therapeutic movements provided by current robot-assisted therapy devices for humans [22]–[24]. Future iterations of the WA hardware could detect and assist volitional whisker movements (as needed) on the affected side throughout the recovery process instead of inferring movement efforts based on the healthy side whisking. To accomplish this, the system’s delay between detected and assisted/driven movements must be substantially reduced, perhaps by using servo hardware with a faster position update rate or a linear actuator.

VI. CONCLUSION

The WA system is capable of delivering mechanical stimulation to the rat whisker pad in either preprogrammed patterns or yoked to contralateral volitional whisking. This report establishes the feasibility of delivering a wide range of physiologically relevant whisking frequencies and amplitudes, and pilot data for eight different treatment patterns during facial nerve recovery indicate that rats tolerate the WA treatment well. Future work is needed to: 1) systematically test the effect of multiple preprogrammed patterns on facial nerve regeneration in larger groups of rats; 2) compare preprogrammed WA treatments with yoked whisking; and 3) relate enhancements in whisking recovery to anatomical and physiological features of the regenerated motor pathway, including the integrity of synaptic contacts within the brainstem, speed and accuracy of axonal regrowth, and muscle cell polynervation.
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